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Britten St Nicolas, Finzi Eclogue, Gjeilo Song of the Universal 
The opening concert of the season gave us the opportunity to revisit old favourites and make new 
acquaintances.  Derby Cathedral, for so long a favourite venue, was the perfect place to ‘stage’ St Nicolas. 
This was the first time we had worked with the cathedral’s new(ish) Director of Music, Alexander Binns. Apart 
from playing the organ brilliantly, Alex was extremely helpful in organising the training of the boy trebles, all of 
whom acquitted themselves very well.   

St Nicolas enabled us to perform once again with Cantamus Training Choir and, as anticipated, the girls 
impressed all with their professionalism and musicality in both St Nicolas and their group of pieces.  All credit 
to their musical directors Louise Collett and Freya Hayles.  We were delighted to welcome back Eleanor 
Kornas, with her mother Amanda, to play the piano duet parts and it was good to hear the lyrical tenor voice 
of Andrew Ashwin - a soloist new to us. 

Gjeilo’s Song of the Universal opened new soundscapes to many of us as the composer exploited one of his 
favourite combinations of voices, piano and string orchestra.  Congratulations to the choir for capturing the 
contrasts of style.  Long sweeping phrases in the Gjeilo had to sound relaxed and joyous over a rhythmically 
tight accompaniment, whilst the Britten (practically a mini opera!) demanded drama, humour, grandeur and 
sensitivity, all of which the choir achieved very successfully. 

What a pleasure to relax and enjoy Eleanor’s delightful rendition of Finzi’s Eclogue. Once again she charmed 
everyone with her impeccable playing and lovely smile!  As ever, The Derbyshire Sinfonia instantly became 
part of ‘the performing team’ with all the players working as one with us to provide the best possible musical 
experience on minimal rehearsal time. 

Christmas Cracker 
The winning combination of choir, band and soloist, all performing groups of short, contrasting and seasonal 
pieces once again attracted a capacity audience.  For many this concert ‘is the start of Christmas’.  For us it 
is only possible with a considerable amount of ‘behind the scenes’ teamwork..and graft!  Thanks to everyone 
who, in addition to performing to a high standard, helped with the setting up and striking down of the venue 
or in one of the many other ways.  Bass soloist Tim Murfin delighted all, Thoresby Band (directed with 
panache by Roger Jepson) got feet tapping and the choir (so fantastically accompanied by Eleanor) sang 
sensitively or lustily as appropriate.  The smiling audience faces said it all. 

Brahms Requiem. 
It was with eager anticipation that we approached our March performance of Brahms’ Requiem.  The 
confidence and musicality of the choir’s singing was increasing week by week and, surely, everything would 
‘peak’ on the night.  So how frustrating it was that the performance had to be postponed.  Nevertheless this 
was absolutely the right decision and, alongside the disappointment, there was considerable relief as none of 
us wanted to endanger anyone else. 

As ever we would like to thank Stephen Allen: it would be impossible to put any concerts on without the 
support of a strong rehearsal accompanist.  Stephen’s prowess means we can approach concerts knowing 
we can perform at correct tempi and are used to cues.  Thank you Stephen. 

Your committee continues to work as hard as ever and, on your behalf, we would like to thank all committee 
members for the various tasks they undertake with minimum fuss. During the second half of the season they 
had to be particularly adaptable and flexible as plans had to be reversed.  Every one of them deserves 
thanks, but we are sure you would all like to thank Chris for all she has done to hold the choir together 
through the ‘suggested listening’ emails. 

At the time of writing it is ten months since we have sung together, it is difficult to predict when we will be 
able to do so and our current season has yet to get underway.  The most important thing is for everyone to 
stay safe and we all look forward to the day when we can join together in song! 

Best wishes 
Lynne & Joe 02 January 2021 


